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1. INTRODUCTION 

We are concerned here with existence theorems for nonlinear elhptic boundary 
value problems of the form Lu = N(x, u, Lh,..., IP--la) for Y E 12, Bu = 0 
on 3Q. L is a uniformly elliptic linear partial differential operator of order 2nz 
in a bounded domain S of KP, and Bu = 0 represents linear homogeneous 
boundary conditions (on u) with respect to which L is “coercive” but not 
necessarily self-adjoint. N is a real valued function of x in Q, of U, and of all 
partial derivatives of u of order up to 2m - 1, subject to certain conditions 
which will be specified later. We are interested in the difhcult “resonance” 
case, i.e., the case in which there are nontrivial solutions 8 to the homogeneous 
linear problem LB = 0 in Q, BB = 0 in 8.Q. For m = 1, L self-adjoint with 
Fredholm indices (1, l), Bu = u (Dirichlet boundary conditions), hrof the form 
fz(~) - g(u), h EL”(Q), g: w -+ R’ continuous and asymptotically constant, 
Landesman and Lazer [14] proved a remarkable theorem which has since been 
extended by Williams [22], Nirenberg [18], DeFigueiredo 191, and others. 

In, this paper we consider linear operators L (with equal Fredholm indices 
(M, Ill)) whose eigenfunctions share regions of positivity and negativity with 
their corresponding adjoint eigenfunctions. This class includes the self-adjoint 
operators, as well as several types of general second order operators, ordinary 
and partial. As in [14, 221 use is made of the alternative method of Cesari, a 
version of the Liapunov-Schmidt procedure based on functional analysis. Thus, 
the problem is split into two coupled equations, the auxiliary and the bifurcatian 
equations. Here, the auxiliary equation is solved by the Schauder Fixed Point 
Theorem, and the bifurcation equation is solved by topological methods. 
Central to our analysis is a consideration of the connectivity properties of the 
fixed point set of a family of Schauder (fixed point) maps. In the case of indices 
(1, l), these properties follow from point-set topology only, whereas differential 
topology (transversality) and topological degree are needed for indices (M, &I), 
nr> 1. 
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2. ASSUMPTIONS AND STATEMENT OF RESULTS 

Let Sz be a bounded, connected open set in IFB” with smooth (Cm) boundary XI; 
in fact, most of the following generalizes to a compact connected smooth 
Riemannian n-manifold with or without boundary. Let L be a (not necessarily 
self-adjoint) uniformly elliptic linear partial differential operator of order 2~2, i.e., 

and for some constant p > 0, p-l 1 8 jsm < Cla,G2m. u,(x) E” < p \ 5 j2m for all 
x E Sz, 5 E BP. The coefficients a,(x) are real valued, and we assume, for con- 
venience, that they are smooth (Cm) functions on 8. For s a nonnegative integer, 
we denote by H” the Sobolev (Hilbert) space of square-integrable functions on 
0 whose (distribution) derivatives of order <s are also square integrable; 
HO = Lz. Let B be a system of m linear boundary operators of order <2m 
defined on asZ with (smooth) real coefficients. For s > 2m, we denote by Ha” 
the subspace of Hs of functions u satisfying Bu = 0 on a&?. 

We will generally assume that L is coercive with respect to B, i.e., that 
L: Him-+ Ho has a finite-dimensional kernel, a closed range, and a finite- 
dimensional cokernel, and that a “coerciveness” inequality is satisfied. That is, 
there is a constant C (independent of u) such that /j u IjHti 6 C(/l Lu llHo + /I u llHo) 
for all u E Hzm. More specifically, we assume the existence of two finite families 
of functions, (S$& and (#J&, all in P(a), each family orthonormal in the 
sense of HO = L2, such that (0,} are a basis for the kernel of L, and such that 
g E Range L iff sg& = 0 f or all i. (These assumptions are generally true for 
reasonable boundary conditions B; see [15, pp. 148-154, 111-113-j). Notice 
that we assume that (L, B) h as equal Fredholm indices (IV, M), that L fails to 
be injective and surjective by the same number of dimensions M. 

Let N be a nonlinear Nemytsky operator of the form Nu = h(x) + g(u) + 

f(x, u, DC.., D~“-%J), where h is a fixed element of HO, g is a continuous real- 
valued function of one real variable with (finite) asymptotic limits g(a) and 
g( -co), and f is a bounded continuous real valued function on D x Iw” 
(K=1+n+(n(n+1)/2)+~~~ is the number of different partial derivatives 
in Iw” of order <2m - 1). As defined, N is bounded and continuous from 
H2”-l into Ho (see [21, p. 1551 or [13, p. 27]), and the range of N lies in a 
bounded subset of Ho. 

We begin with the case of simple resonance (M = 1); let 0 = 0, , $ = $r . 
Define 52, = (X \ $(x) > 0} and 52- = {x / $(x) < 01, and we require that 
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and 

where D: = sup(lf I]. 

THEORER’L 1. Ifz additiorz to the previous assumptions, assume that L is self- 
adjoint &th respect to B (so 0 = +). Then Lu = Nu is solvable for %L in fly. 

One can relax the condition that L be self-adjoint somewhat; Theorem 1 is 
a special case of the following. 

THEOREM 2. In additiolz to the previous assumptions, assume only that 8 
utzd $ share regions of positivity and negativity, i.e., that e(x) > 0 on -Qt- cnzd 
that f?(x) < 0 on a- . Therz Lu = Nu is solvable if?. HT. This includes the fol- 
lowing non-self-adjoint cases for which m = 1 (L is of second order), and Bu = EL 
(Dirichlet conditions on 3.9) : 

(a) L is an ordinary differential operator (n = 1); 

(b) L admits a “separation of variables,” i.e., L is of the form Lu = 
C ai uxixi + C b,(q) uxi + c(x) u, where the coeficients a, , bi deperzd onl?; 
on the independent variable xi ; 

(c) L kas constant coeficients in the higher order terms, i.e., Lu = 

ILSMS~ a,Pu -!- 4x1 u; 

(d) L is of the fopm Lu = Au + (Vq(x)) . Cu + c(a) u, where q is a smooth 
fun&?2 on Q; 

(e) the spectrum of L (considered as an operator from the dense domain H$ 
of Ho into Ho) lies in the half-plane {Re z < 01. This holds 2 particular if L is 
dissipative, i.e., j (u)(Lu) < 0 for all u E Ha”. 

In the case of multiple resonance (M > l), the analogous techniques are 
limited to a smaller class of nonlinear operators N. In particular, we assume 
that NU = h(x) f g(u), la and g as before, and also that g is continuously 
differentiable and g’ vanishes at &co. The condition corresponding to (1) is 

for every e$ = C& e& , C ei2 = 1 on the unit sphere of span {h); here, 
Q+ = (x / e$ > O] depends on e; similarly for Q’_ . 

THEOREM 3. In addition to the previous assumptions, we assume that L satisfies 
a “un.ique continuation” condition. That is, the only solution u E Ngm of Lu = 0 
that aanishes an a set of positizre measure is u c 0. We assume that either L is 
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self-udjoint OT that e# and e0 (= z e,tl,) share regions of positivity and negativity. 
Then Lu = Nu is solzlable ilt H, . Bm As before, admissible L includes the second order 
Dkichlet cases (b), (c), (d) in Th eorem 2 (cases (a) and(e) are impossible if M > 1). 

As will be evident from the proofs, these theorems are true if we reverse 
both inequalities and the sign of 01 in (1) or if we reverse the inequality in (2). 
It should also be noted that if we assume that g( - co) < g(s) < g(co) and that 
DL = 0 in (l), then (1) (or (2)) is necessary (as well as sufficient) for the existence 
of a solution to Lu = NU (see [14] for a proof). The proofs of these theorems 
may also be modified to handle the case in which g has slow growth, i.e., 
/g(s)/ < C(l + s”) where 0 < a: < 1. 

3. SPLITTING THE EQUATION 

In this section, we split the equation Lu = Nu into two simpler equations 
according to the procedure of Liapunov-Schmidt. We view these equations 
from the standpoint of functional analysis as developed by Cesari and others 
[2, 5-81. 

We first define two projection operators P and Q on the spaces HP and Ho by 
PU = C (Jo 8,~) Bi, QU = E: (JG #in) #i , i = l,..., 111. Since {et}, (#i} C Cm(G), 
it follows that P and Q are bounded linear projections on their respective spaces. 
Moreover, Pu = zc iff u E Kernel L and QU = 0 iff u E Range L. Neither injective 
nor surjective as yet, L becomes injective if we restrict its domain to 
Kernel PC H2,” and surjective if we consider its range to be Kernel Q C Ho. 
L is continuous in this context, and so has a continuous inverse g: Kernel Q ---f 
Kernel P by the open mapping theorem. 

We wish to solve the equation Lu = Nu. For u E HP, write u = v + Pu = 
D + co, where we abbreviate Pu = C ciBi as co, and v = u - Pu. Our equation 
then is of the form L(v + CO) = N(v + CO) or 

Lv = N(v + CO). (3) 

For any solution u = z’ + cf3, it is clear that 

QN(v + CO) = 0, (4) 

since N(v + co) E Range L = Kernel Q, and consequently 

Lo = (I - Q) N(v + CO). (5) 

Conversely, for any pair (v, ~0) E Kernel P x Range P = Hi” which simulta- 
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neousIy solves (4) and (5), 11 = ZI + 09 is easily seen to be a solution to (3). 

Applying K to (5), we write (5) in the equivalent form 

v = K(I - (3) N(v + CO). (6) 

This is the auxiliary equation; we will think of ~0 as a fixed element of Range P 
and prove that (6) has a solution z, E Kernel P C Hi” for that fixed ~8. 

The map “3 -+ K(I -- Q) iV(u + cB) . is compact and continuous on Kernel 9 
(with respect to the topology inherited from H2,‘“). We begin with the compact 
inclusion map H’” -+ Hzmel, add cd (a fixed element of Hem-1), apply the 
Nemytsky operator N (which brings us to NO), and finally return to Kernel P 
via K(I - Q). The form of N guarantees an a priori bound on [I N(a + ,c6)(\,0 ; 
it follows that 11 K(1 - Q) N(v + ~B)jj~~~~ < Mi for some Mi > 0. It is a 
consequence of the Schauder fixed point theorem that a (not necessarily unique) 
solution v = zi(c0) to (6) exists in B(Mr) = (W E Him 1 jj w I!H2m < Ml). 

To prove Theorems 1 and 2, it only remains to show that under the existing 
assumptions, there is a solution c6 E Range P = Kernel L of the bifurcation 
equation 

gv(+e) + dq = 0, (4) 

where -,l(&) is one of the solutions to (6) corresponding to that choice of ~0. 
Theorem 3 will be somewhat more difficult; we will perturb (6) slightly and 
solve the perturbed equation, then solve (4) for zi = v(cP) a solution to the 
perturbed equation, and finally apply a limit argument. 

4. THE BIFURCATION EQUATION-SIMPLE RESONANCE 

Proof of Theorems 1 and 2. We first prove that for c > 0 sufficiently large, 
I(v, c) = Jo #QN(v + c6) > 0, i.e., 

This follows directly from the second inequality of (1), and the following. 

LEMMA 1. We have assufzred that g is continzlous with Gmits g(w), g(-oo), 
we have a priori bounds jj v IjHYwL < Ml 1 jj # jiLm < Ma , jJ g jiLrn < fVzs , azd ztie 
haae that B a& Q share regions of positizity (52,) and negativity (R-). Then 

Js2 WV -t- 4 -Aa> $+ * + d--03) JQ- # as c 3 ~0, &~orm& over such r. 

Similarly, for sufficiently large negative c, 1(a, c) < 0; this uses the first 
inequality of (1). Let S = ((v, c) E K ernel P X W j v = K(l - 0) N(v + es)) 
be the set of all solutions to the auxiliary equation (6); we assert the existence 
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of a connected subset S,, of S that “stretches across” from large positive to 
large negative values of c. I is continuous on Kernel P x R g Hi”, hence on 
S,, , and so I(a, c) = 0 for some (ZI, c) E S,, . Th’ IS is the bifurcation equation (4), 
and (z), c) E S, implies that the auxiliary equation (6) is also solved. 

The existence of the connected component S, follows from: 

LEMMA 2. Let B(Ml) be a closed bounded conve-es subset of a Balzach space, 
a?zd let [p, q] be a closed bounded interval in iI% Assunze that F: B(Ml) x [p, q] -+ 
B(MJ is compact and cwztinuous. (The usual Schauder tlzeorem asserts tlzat for 
each c E [p, q], F(v, c) = v or some v E B(MJ.) TJzen there exists a connected set f 
So C B(Ml) x [p, q] of$xedpoints ofF, i.e., F(v, c) = vfor (a, c) E S, . Moreover, 
this set SO meets both B(iWJ x {p> and’ B(MJ x (q) (the “end-discs” of 

BPd x [PI cd)- 

This lemma is a consequence of the Leray-Schauder fixed point theory; for 
a proof, see [4] or [16]. I n our application, F(v, c) = K(I - ,O) N(v + CO), 
and B(Ml) is the ball of radius MI around the origin in Hem. To finish the 
proofs of Theorems 1 and 2, it only remains to prove Lemma 1 and to demon- 
strate that in cases (a)-(e) of Theorem 2, the hypothesis of “common regions 
of positivity and negativity” holds for 0 and #. 

Proof of Lemma 1. Fix E > 0, and let S < (E/6)(M,M3)-1. /) v ljHo < 

II v II H21n ,( Ill,, and so 1 v(x)1 < MI’ = 21/2&lIS-1/2 except on a set of measure 
<S/2. Since the measure of (x 1 / 0(x)1 > p) tends to the measure of 

@I lQ9l >olasf --f Of, there is a p > 0 with 0 < j So < p only for those x 
in a set of measure <S/2. Let 9, be the union of these two sets; the measure of 
52, < 6. Pick a so large that / g(a) -g(s)/ < (c/6) 1) # 113 for s > a and that 
1 g(s) - g( -co)1 < (e/6) jj 4 113 for s < -a. Take c > (a + Mr’) p-l. For such 
c, we have: 

< (c/6) + (c/6) + (5Q) < 6. 
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This proves Lemma 1. Notice that we only assume that 0 and $J share regions 
of positivity and negativity, not that 0 = #. 

We now complete the proof of Theorem 2. In case (a), the linear operator 
is of the form Lu = a(x) u,, + b(x) u, + c Y u, which can be made self-adjoint (- ) 
with respect to a different (equivalent) inner product. Specifically, let P(X) = 
a(x)-’ Exp(f” b(t) a(t)-r dt). L . 1s uniformly elhptic hence p > a(~) > p-r > 0; 
therefore p is smooth and bounded (below) from zero. (f, g1 = &fgp defines 
an equivalent inner product on Ho = Ho(Q), and (Lf, g} = (f, Lg) for J g E Hz. 
It is not hard to show that 0 and $J are related by $J = pf3> and so 0 and # share 
regions of positivity and negativity. A similar argument can be applied in case (bj, 
for which p(s) = (J-J a&~~))-~ Exp(C fXi &(t) u;‘(t) dt). In the case of constant 
coefficients (c), we can pick a new basis for Rn with respect to which the second 
order part of L is B (see [I9, p. 601, or [23, pp. 6&62}). The first order part 
of L again has constant coefficients, which reduces this case to (b). In case (d), 
the “weight function” p(x) = Exp q(x) makes L self-adjoint, and we proceed 
as before. (A general framework which includes (d) may be found in 11’7, 
pp. 687-6901.) 

It is well known that (with respect to the eigenvalue problem Lu = Au in Q, 
u = 0 on X!) a linear operator of the form of L has a simple real eigenvalue h, , 
that the corresponding eigenfunction 0, is strictly positive in Q, and that all 
other eigenvalues ,li satisfy Re Ai < h, [19, pp. X9-91; 201.). The adjoint operator 
is of the same form and consequently $r is strictly positive in Q as well. The 
hypotheses of Theorem 2(e) imply that h, = 0, and so @ and z+5 share regions of 
positivity (Q, = Q) and negativity (Q- = 4). 

5. THE BIFURCATION EQUATION-MULTIPLE RESONANCE 

Proof of Theorem 3. Th e main idea is first to modify the auxiliary equa- 
tion (6) slightly so as to improve the structure of the solution set, then to solve 
the bifurcation equation (4) exactly, and finally to solve the original auxiliary 
equation by a limit process. Fix E > 0; we will perturb (6) by less than E. 

We first write (6) in the form 

where Xed = CB = C ciei, h > 0, and e is a unit vector in R&c (r ei2 = 1). 
We assert that for each such e, the map v + K(I - 0) hr(v + Xe6) becomes 
a contraction for sufficiently large h. This follows directly from the following 
lemma, to be proved iater. 

LEMMA 3. Let e, be fixed and 7 > 0 be arbitrary. Thez there exists A, > 0 
such that for h > A,, the map v -g(v + he@) is Lipschitzimz oJ ronstarzt ~7 
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as a map from B(lWl) = {zu E H2” a ) 11 w jlHPrn < Ml) into Ho. ilhreweer, A, cafz 
be chosen so that it works for all unit vectors e in a neighborhood of e, . 

The unit sphere {e 1 C ei2 = l> in 5P is compact and hence is covered by 
a finite number of these neighborhoods. It follows that there is a /\I > 0 making 
the map v -+ K(I - Q) N(u + AeB) a uniform contraction for all unit vectors e 
and all h > X, , For any such fixed e and h, this map has a unique fixed point 
zIr(,\e), and vr(he) depends smoothly (Cl) on h and e (see [12, p. 91). We will 
later fix h > A1 , and view z+ as a diffeomorphism from the unit sphere in Iw”. 

We observe that for any fixed e on the sphere, there is a h, > X1 such that 
for X > h, , 

Ih % he) = 1 Aez){QN(vl + bee)) > 0. 

This follows from (2) and Lemma 1, if Xe# and X& share regions of positivity 
and negativity. “Sharing regions” is the case if L is self-adjoint or if L satisfies 
the alternative hypotheses in Theorem 3, as in the proof of Theorem 2. A, may 
be chosen to work for all unit vectors in a neighborhood of e, and so by compact- 
ness (as before), we may take h, so that (7) holds over the entire unit sphere. 
A large ball D = {Xe E UP j X < h,) will be the parameter space for a family 
of Schauder maps, as was lp, @J in Lemma 2. 

We now define two mappings E and F, E: B(A&) x D -+ B(Afl) x B(MJ 
and F: B(MJ x D -+ [WM. Let E(z1, he) = (v, K(1 - Q) N(v + he0)) and 
F(v, he) = {di} w h ere the di are the scalar components of QN(v + XeB) with 
respect to the basis {&I. We wish to solve F(v, Ae) = 0 (4) for some 
(v, Xe) E E-l(d) (6); A is the diagonal set in B(Ml) x B(MJ. The range of 
K(1- Q) N is a compact subset of B(Ml) in the Hy topology, so there is a 
finite set in H p that is close ((c/2)-dense) to this range. Let R be an HP 
orthogonal projection onto the linear span of this finite set, hence 
11 RTI - v llHzrn < 42 for all 2, in Range K(7 - Q) N. We define E,: RB(M,) x 

D -+ RB(Ml) x RB(Ml) by &(u, Ae) = (0, JX(1- Q) N(a + he)). The map 
v -+ RK(I - Q) N(v + Aef?) is also a uniform contraction for X = h, (since 
/j R /[ = I), so it has a unique fixed point ~1, = z$A,e) depending smoothly on 
&e E 8D. On this fixed point set S, = ((ran , X,e) j *El(z+ , h,e) Ed} (a smooth 
M - 1 sphere), the map F(F(7+ , X,e) = d, where di = sra &QN(v2 + X,ee)), 
which maps 8D into UP N (0}, maps S, with winding number 1 (with respect 
to 0 E [WM). This last statement follows from topological degree theory; we 
define H: [0, l] x So -+ lfP by H(t, (v 2 , he)> = (W2e> + (1 - t>Fk2 , h24, 
where S, = ((vs , X,e) / E(v2, X,e) E A). H is a homotopy connecting the identity 
and F Is,, and H is nonvanishing by (7), and so the degree of F IS0 is one. 
Topological degree is preserved under small deformations; we can ensure that 
S, is close to S, by (if necessary) choosing a “denser” subspace of 
Range K(I - Q) N upon which to project with R. 

We now perturb (6) one more time. If Er is transversal to d, E;‘(A) is a 
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manifold. If not, there is a E E Range R with small norm (specifically with 
11 5 IjH’m < c/2) with El transversal to A, = ((v, ZL’) E RB(Ml) x RB(Ml) j ZJ =. 
w + 0 (see [l, pp. 45-481, or [ll, pp. 60, 68-69]), and Ei !RB(M1)X3D as tvell. 
It follows that 5’ = E;l(d,) is a manifold in RBjMd x D of codimension 
equal to the codimension of A, in RB(MJ x RB(Ml); hence S has dimension MO 
The map ZI ---f RK(I - Q) N(o + A@) + [ is a uniform contraction as before 

for X,e E aD, and so there is a unique fixed point u (for which E,(a, h,e) EAT). 
This fixed point set S, = ((3, h,e) E @All,) x D 1 El(v, h,e) E 4, , X,e E aDj. is 
smoothly (Cl) diffeomorphic to the sphere aD as before, and S, is the boundary 
of the M-manifold Erl(4,) by transversality. Moreover, F maps S, into 
RPM - (0) with winding number 1 (about 0) since S, is close to S1 (for 5 suffi- 
ciently small). 

We now use the following lemma to solve (4) on E;‘(d,): 

LEMMA 4. Let T be a compact topological M-manijold with boundary aT 
homeomorphic to aD (D is the M-ball, 8D is the (Ii1 - 1)-sphere). Assume that F 
is a continuous map from T to W z&h 0 6 F(aT) and such that F: aT -+ Wf N @j 
with winding number (topological degree) 1 with respect to 0 E BP. Then 0 E F( T). 

This lemma may be viewed as a partial result on the M-connectivity of the 
fixed point set of an M-parameter family of Schauder maps. This raises an 
interesting question; what stronger statements (more closely analogous to 
Lemma 2) hold about the unperturbed fixed point set S, ? (Is the previous 
transversality argument necessary ?) 

In our application, T = E;‘(d,). Hence F(v, he) = 0 (4) for some 
(v, he) E &l(d,) C B(Ml) x D. For such (v, he), ‘o = RK(I - Q) N(v + he@ + fy 
and so (6) is approximately solved: 

+ 11 RK(I - Q) N(a + XeB) - K(I - Q) ,!!(a + he@/,Z, 

This can be done for any small E > 0; choose a sequence {E~)Z~, Ej + 0’. 
For each cj , the associated (v,. , (Xe)J solves (4) exactly and (6) approximately 
(to within E?). This sequence ((~1~ , (Ae)j)} h as a convergent subsequence, since 
the distance from (zj , (Aej)) to the compact set C = (Range K(T - Q) N) x E) 
tends to zero. The limit (v, , (Ae)=) solves (4) and (6) exactly, and this compIetes 
the proof of Theorem 3. 

Proof of Lemma 3. Since g’ is continuous and g’(s) ---z O~as / s / -+ co, there 
are positive constants n/l, and Y such that I g’(s)! < Ma (for all s) and 
1 g’(s)/ < 2-r$ (for all s with / s 1 > r. By the Sobolev embedding theorem 
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[3, p. 2211, there is a v > 0 depending on n with ij u /ILz+y < &?s I( u llHzrn (for 
some Ma > 0, independent of zc E Him). Choose S < (+~sM;sll~~s)(s+V)~~. 
Since meas{s E Q 1 [ e,&‘(r)~ 3 a} tends to meas 9 as 01 --f Of (using the unique 
continuation hypothesis), we can find an a: > 0 with meas Q, < S/2, where 
Q1 = (x E Q j j e&x)\ < a>. Such an OL may be chosen to do this for all e in 
a neighborhood of e, , because e0(x) depends continuously on E. 

Now pick An > &(r + 2M1S19. For V, w E B(M,), 11 v &O < jl ZJ ljH2m ,< n/l, , 
and if we define Q, = {x E .Q ] I v(x)1 >, 2M1S19, then meas S2, < S/4. 
Similarly, Qs = {x E Sz I 1 w(x)l > 2MiS9 and meas Q, < S/4. Let s?, = 
Qr u Sz, u Qa , so that meas Q2, < 6. We compute: 

II g(u + AeB) - g(W + he@l~, 

= 
i 
a ] g(v + he@) - g(w + heB)12 

ZZ 
s I g(v + 04 - g(w + heB)l* + J, I g(” + he@) - g(w + XeB)(’ 
m.!“Q& 6 

< s D R I g’uv” I ‘u - w I2 + JQ II g’ lb I ZJ - w T. 
“8 B 

Here p lies between z, + he0 and zu + Xe6. On Q N Sz, , j /3 j > r, we continue: 

(using Holder’s inequality on the second integral; p = (2 + v)/2, 4 = (2 + v)/v) 

This proves Lemma 3. 

Proof of Lemma 4. If 0 6 F(T), we may smoothly retract F( T) to the (M - l)- 
sphere in RM. Composing this retraction with F, we may regard F as a smooth 
retraction of T onto its boundary aT (which is identified with the (M - l)- 
sphere). This contradicts the no-retraction theorem of differential topology 
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(see [ll, p. 651). Th’ 1 IS emma may also be proved by writing the above composi- 
tion as a commutative diagram, passing to another commutative diagram on 
the M - 1 cohomology level, and applying Lefschetz duality. 

The author wishes to thank L. &sari, J. Rauch, R. Randell, and R. Ellis for many 
helpful conversations. In particular, the proof of Lemma 4 is due to Dr. Rauch. 
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